
Having your log cabin assembled for you
Whilst many of our customers assemble their own log cabin very successfully and 
obtain a great deal of pleasure from the sense of achievement in carrying the project 
through from inception to completion, if you would prefer to have your log cabin 
assembled this can also be arranged.

Gudrum Classics Ltd does not offer an assembly service. We can however supply 
contact information for independent assembly services who customers can contact 
to assemble their buildings.

If you choose to use the assembly service, you will pay the assembly team on 
satisfactory completion of your building. We can provide contact details for various 
independent assemblers around the country however it is important that you verify 
their suitability for your specific job, that you check insurances and any other matter 
or concerns that you may have. We strongly recommend that you check their work 
before they leave the site.

Please note: Any service other than the supply of the products and their accessories 
forms a separate contract between you and the service provider and we do not 
recommend or warrant their work or services in anyway whatsoever.

• Cabin assembly
• Timber treatment of the building (On request for additional fee)
• Basic site work either ancillary or unrelated to the building itself

The assembler will build the cabin on to a pre prepared base, the base must be flat, 
solid, and level. The assemblers do not offer base preparation services, nor can they 
offer advice on plumbing / drainage or electrics – these services must be undertaken 
by a certified tradesperson. 

Most comments and feedback from previous customers who have used the assembly 
service are very positive.

This price includes travel expenses and labour for the assembly team.

Services offered:

Prices for assembly start at £890.00

For sales & assembly advice - Call us: 01636 653 016 or message us on our live chat (8:30am - 5pm Mon-Fri)



The buying process for a log cabin 
where our customer requires an 
assembly service is usually as follows:
1. Our customer will either purchase a log cabin/summer house directly through the 

website or contact us to discuss styles and designs and the various other options 
available and make the purchase over the phone.

2. As above – many of our customers choose to assemble their own log cabin (see 
below for more information). This is perfectly possible for anyone with basic DIY 
skills and tools and can be a very rewarding experience. As a guide about 8/10 
customers will assemble their own cabin or use local service providers.

3. However for those who do not wish to assemble their cabin, part of the purchase 
decision may depend on the assembly service that we can suggest. If this is 
the case this would be discussed at this early stage. We would also establish 
whether there would be other work to carry out at the same time. If the service 
requirement is simply and assembly service, we will give a price over the phone 
immediately. This will be a quoted figure from the assembly providers price list.

4. We then schedule in delivery dates and liaise with the customer and the 
assemblers to ensure a smooth completion of the delivery and the work.

Contact us for information on the log cabin of your choice and we will liaise directly 
with the assemblers to obtain a quotation. They usually arrive on site within just a 
couple of days of the building being delivered. The contract for assembly and any 
other work will exist between yourself and the service providing company. We are not 
involved in the assembly process in any way except in quoting prices from their list 
and providing them with your contact details / you with their contact details. You will 
pay the assembly company directly the figure agreed at the point of the order of your 
log cabin when the job is completed to your satisfaction. 

If you would like more information on this service, please contact us on 01636 858 290 
In the case of self assembly, all of our garden buildings are designed to be easy self-
assembly. The garden buildings include all parts, roofing materials (see options on 
product page), glazing etc. 

The assembly process is likely to take between 1-2 days for two people who have 
basic DIY skills and very few basic tools. All garden buildings are supplied with easy to 
follow assembly instructions (some are available to view on product pages) 

Each individual building is delivered with its own specific assembly instructions. The 
garden building should be assembled onto a flat and level base, the surface of which 
should be slightly above the surrounding ground area (to prevent water pooling 
underneath your building).

In summary

For sales & assembly advice - Call us: 01636 653 016 or message us on our live chat (8:30am - 5pm Mon-Fri)


